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SPAM:
An Effective and Efficient Spatial 
Algorithm for Mining Grid Data

ABSTRACT

The tremendous increase in spatial database technology has created furious inter-
est among the researchers to adopt new methodologies for discovery of interesting 
patterns among large databases. But the raw data gathered from various resources 
such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), business organizations, medical 
databases, climatic, market survey, remote sensing and several other resources 
might consist of data, which can be relevant, irrelevant or noisy in nature. However, 
retrieval of patterns from such databases can lead to serious concerns, which can 
frame inconsistent or irrelevant futuristic results. To deal with such issues, feature 
selection techniques are adopted to remove irrelevant, redundant and noisy fea-
tures. Our approach focuses on retrieval of effective and efficient spatial clusters 
from large number of medical databases. In this chapter, we have defined our novel 
framework SpaGrid and SPAM algorithm to retrieve clusters of variant shape and 
size from large databases. The application of our framework is used with spatial 
medical databases where the implementation details are discussed with Matlab 7.1.
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INTRODUCTION

In past decades, there has been explosive growth in spatial database technology 
generated from various sources. Such databases are usually evolved from numerous 
domains such as medical technology, business oriented organizations, market based 
analysis, social analysis, science exploration, geographical information studies, 
and several other automation technologies for retrieval and storage of data. There 
are constant efforts laid down by researchers and scientists throughout the globe 
to retrieve hidden information from large spatial databases. However, spatial data 
analysis tends to be major necessity for discovery of undefined rules and patterns 
from large spatial databases.

In pervasive term Spatial databases comprise of spatial as well as non-spatial 
attributes. Spatial attributes consist of features related to specific areas or regions, 
whereas non-spatial attributes are height, weight, temperature, etc. of such areas. 
There exist general relationship characteristics between spatial and non-spatial 
attributes for extraction of interesting spatial patterns from raw data (Lui & Han, 
1993). Spatial data consists of data related to medical images which include the-
matic maps of specific area, remote sensing and several other sources where spatial 
data is bonded with non-spatial attributes of specific location (Lui & Han, 1993; 
Rigaux & Scholl, 2002; Zaiane, 2002). However, the discrete nature of spatial data 
can be represented in different form such as lattice data which consists of regular or 
irregular data units, the second representation of spatial data includes point pattern 
data which occurs in space at different location and finally geostatistical data which 
is associated with continuous variation of data in space (Cressie, 1991).

There exists different representation of spatial data in space such as raster and 
vector representation. The Raster data representation divides the space into rectan-
gular cells and each cell corresponds to some value such as maximum, minimum or 
entire value of cell is made into consideration. They are represented as points with 
respect to collection of area in specific space, whereas vector data is represented 
by line, point and polygon of specific area. Point belonging to these spatial objects 
represents spatial data in space. The comparison between raster and vector data is 
made, raster data is applied with simpler data structure as spatial objects are divided 
into smaller subsets. Vector data can be easily stored, transformed and rotated hence 
can efficiently store without the high memory requirement. Therefore, it was found 
that vector data tends to work more efficiently than raster data.

Such databases are multidimensional in nature; hence proper spatial data structures 
are required for storage and retrieval of raw data. Therefore, discovery of knowledge 
should be formed as an automated process for retrieval of information from spatial 
databases (Seeger & Kriegel,1988).
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